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Abstract: This article is the summary of the author’s works during his professional career at the Port and Harbour Research Institute, 
Ministry of Transport and the Tottori University. His works are developed into the design of offshore structures such as deep water 
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efficiency, refuge ship in harbour, earthquake resistance of port and offshore structures, reliability design and so on.
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ኂ㓚⢻ᯏߩ⸳ᣉࠆߔ࿃⿠ߦ♽⇐ଥ㧚ߔ߹ࠅ౉ߦ㑆
࡝࠲࠾ࡕᓟ੹㧚ࠎߖ߹ࠅߥ߫ࠇߌߥߌㆱߪኂἴߣ
㧚ߔߢⷐ㊀߇ߣߎࠆߔℂ▤ᜬ⛽ߦಾㆡ㧘޿ⴕࠍࠣࡦ
ࠍ⃻ታߩ‛ㅧ᭴૕ᶋߩߊᄙ㧘ߪഞᚑߩᬺ੐ߩߎ
᪋ࠅ߆߲㧘᷼ᐭ೎
ภ࠽ࠕ࡝ࠝ㧚ߚߒ߹ߒߦ⢻น
᷹ⷰᭂධ㧘᷼㙚ವ
ਣ๟៺⦁⛊ㅪವ㕍㧘㧕ᵿᮮ㧔ᯅ
㧘ߤߥ⇐ଥߩ㧕᷼੩᧲㧔⼱ቬߣ㧕᷼ደฎฬ㧔ߓ߰⦁
ࡔ㧘ߦࠄߐ㧚ߚߒ߹ߒ⃻ታ߇࠻ࠢࠚࠫࡠࡊߩޘᢙ
ߒ߹ߒዷ⊒ߣ߳㧕ᯅ૕ᶋ㧔ᯅᄢ⥰ᄞ㧘࠻࡯ࡠࡈࠟ
ࡦ࠻ࡦࠪࡢ࿖ⴐวࠞ࡝ࡔࠕߪ᪞ᯅ૕ᶋ㧘ᤨᒰ㧚ߚ
3ภ㧜㧠╙ ๔ ႎ ⓥ ⎇ ㇱ ቇ Ꮏ㧛⑼ ⓥ ⎇ ቇ Ꮏ 㒮 ቇ ᄢ ቇ ᄢ ข 㠽
ߩ࡯ࠚ࠙࡞ࡁ㧘ᯅ 3 ߡߖࠊ޽ߦ࡞࠽ࠞ࠼࠶ࡈߣḓ
⸳ᣢ߇ᯅ 2 ߩ࠼ࡦ࡜ࡎ࠼࡞ࡁߣ࠼ࡦࠬࠗ࠰ࠣ࡞ࡌ
࡯ࠤߪߩ߽ߩࠞ࡝ࡔࠕ㧘߇ߚߒߢਛ⸳ᑪߪߊߒ߽
ࠗࡄ࡞ࡉࠪࠠ࡟ࡈߪߩ߽ߩ࡯ࠚ࠙࡞ࡁ㧘⇐ଥ࡞ࡉ
ࡈ㧔᧚⥿㒐ࡓࠧߣࡦࠖࡈ࡞࠼㧚ߚߒߢ⇐ଥࠆࠃߦࡊ
ߒߣⴚᛛߩ᦭࿕࿖߇ࠊ㧘ߪ⇐ଥࠆࠃߦ㧕࡯࠳ࡦࠚ
㧚ߚߒ߹ࠇߐ⋡ᵈߡ

ⓥ⎇ߩᐲⓏ㕒ౝ᷼㧚㧡
౞㧘ߡߞ߇ߚߒ㧚ߔߢὐ▵⚿ߩㅍャ㒽ᶏߪḧ᷼
㧚ߔߢߟ৻ߩ⢻ᯏߥⷐ㊀߽ᦨߩḧ᷼㧘ߪᓎ⩄ߥṖ
ᓎ⩄ߊߠၮߦំേߩ⥾⦁⇐ଥ᧪ᧄߪ₸௛Ⓙߩḧ᷼
ߪḧ᷼ߩ஥ᶏᧄᣣ㧚ߔߢߩ߽ࠆࠇߐቯ್ߢุนߩ
₸௛Ⓙߩḧ᷼ߩ▵ቄߩߎ㧘ࠇࠄߍᅹߦᶉ㘑ߩቄ౻
ࠅࠃߦ஻ᢛߩႇᵄ㒐㧘ࠄ߆ߣߎߚߞ߆ૐߊߒ⪺߇
㧚ߚߒ߹߈ߡࠇߐߥ߇ജദࠆ߼㜞ࠍᐲⓏ㕒ߩౝ᷼
ߩ⚖ TG000,01 ߨ᭎㧘߼ߚࠆ߼ቯࠍḰ᳓஻ᢛߩߘ
એmc05 㜞ᵄ⟵᦭㧘ࠇࠊⴕ߇ᩏ⺞ᘒታᓎ⩄ߩ⥾⦁
㕒㧘᧪એ㧚ߚߒ߹߈ߡࠇߐߣ୯ᮡ⋡ߩᐲⓏ㕒߇ਅ
᛬࿁ౝ᷼߿▚⸘㜞ᵄౝ᷼ࠄ߬ߞ߽㧘ߪ⸛ᬌߩᐲⓏ
߹޿ߡࠇߐଔ⹏ߢ࡞ࡌ࡟㜞ᵄ㧘ߦၮࠍᨐ⚿ߩ㛎ታ
ߩ⥾⦁⇐ଥ޿઻ߦൻဳᄢߩ⥾⦁㧘߇ࠈߎߣ㧚ߚߒ
ᶏ㧚ߚߒ߹߈ߡߒൻ࿷㗼߇㓚ᡰࠆࠃߦំേᦼ๟㐳
ࠬࡠ㧘ࡦࠬࠗࡌࡦࠞࡦ࠳ߩࡦ࠙࠲ࡊ࡯ࠤ㧘ߪߢᄖ
ߡࠇߐ߹ᖠߦំേߩ⥾⦁⇐ଥ߇ߤߥࠬ᷼࡞࠯ࡦࠕ
บ઄㧘᷼ፉ㣮㧘᷼’ዊ⧴߽ߢ࿖߇ࠊ㧘߇ߚߒ߹޿
ߦḧ᷼ߚࠇߐ⊒㐿ߦߚᣂߦ஥ᵗᐔᄥߦਥߤߥ᷼ᣂ
߇ኂ㓚ᓎ⩄߿ᢿಾ⚝⇐ଥࠆࠃߦំേ⥾⦁㧘ߡ޿߅
㐿ߦవ㧘߽ߡߒኻߦ㗴໧ߩߎ㧚ߚߒ߹ࠅߥߦ㗴໧
ߊᄙ㧚ߚߒߢല᦭ߪᴺᨆ⸃ំേߩ⥾⦁⇐ଥߚߒ⊒
߅ߦ㛎ታᵄ᛬࿁ౝ᷼㧘޿ⴕࠍࡦ࡚ࠪ࡯࡟ࡘࡒࠪߩ
ߦំേߩ⥾⦁⇐ଥ㧘ߒቯ᷹ࠍំേߩ⥾⦁⇐ଥߡ޿
߹㧚ߚߒ߹ߒ┙⏕ࠍᴺᣇ⸛ᬌߩᐲⓏ㕒ౝ᷼ߊߠၮ
␜ឭࠍ㊂ំേᓎ⩄ኈ⸵ߦ೎ဳ⦁㧘⒳⦁ߦᤨห㧘ߚ
⥿㒐ߚߒᘦ⠨ࠍំേߩ⥾⦁⇐ଥߦᤨห㧚ߚߒ߹ߒ
ᣉߩḧ᷼ޟ߽ࠄࠇߎ㧚ߚߒ߹ߒ᩺ឭࠍᴺ⸘⸳ߩ᧚
໧ߩߎ㧚ߔ߹޿ߡࠇߐᤋ෻ߦޠḰၮߩ਄ⴚᛛߩ⸳
ߔߢ஻ᢛߩႇᵄ㒐ߪߩ߽ߥ⊛ᨐല߽ᦨߩ᳿⸃ߩ㗴
ߥ߫ߨࠄߣߊᐢࠍㇱญ㐿߼ߚߩⴕ⥶ߩ⦁ဳᄢ㧘߇
㧚ࠎߖ߹ࠇࠄᓧߪᐲⓏ㕒ߥಽච㧘ࠄ߆ߣߎ޿ߥࠄ
ߩዊ❗᏷ญ᷼ߒ␜ឭࠍߤߥଥ㑐ߩᐲⓏ㕒ߣ᏷ญ᷼
ᐲⓏ㕒ౝ᷼ߣᐲᤃ㔍ߩ⦁ᠲ㧘߇ߚߒ߹ߒ␜ࠍᨐല
㧚ࠎߖ߹ࠇߐᗧวߪߦᤃኈࠄ߆ߣߎࠆߔ෻⋧ߪߣ

⸛ᬌߩᴱㆱౝ᷼㧚㧢
ో቟ߩ⥾⦁ߪ⢻ᯏߥⷐ㊀ߩߟ৻੹ߩ⢻ᯏḧ᷼
᷼ߪᤨᄤ⨹ߒ⇐ଥߦࠅ߹ḳ⦁ߪ⦁ဳዊ㧚ߔߢ⇐ଥ
ߨ᭎㧔⦁ဳᄢ㧘ࠄ߇ߥߒ߆ߒ㧚ߔ߹ߒ㔍ㆱߦౝ
ᄖ᷼ߪߦᤨᄤ⨹╬㘑บߪߡߒኻߦ㧕਄એ TG000,1
ߒᴱ㍬ߒ㔍ㆱߦᄖ᷼ߪ⥾⦁㧘ࠇߐ઎⊒߇๔൘ㆱㅌ
⦁ౝ᷼ߩ᷼ᵿᮮ㧘ᐕ 52 ๺ᤘ㧚ࠎߖ߹ࠅߥ߫ࠇߌߥ
ߩߎᓟએ㘑บࠖ࠹ࠠߚߒࠄߚ߽ࠍኂⵍߩᄢᄙߦ⥾
ߒዋᷫ߇ᢙ⥾⦁᷼౉ߪ࿷⃻㧚ߚߒ߹ࠇࠄข߇⟎ភ
ච߇࿾ᴱ㔍ㆱᄖ᷼ߪߦઍᐕ 04 ๺ᤘ㧘߇ߔ߹޿ߪߡ
ㆱౝ᷼ࠆߌ߅ߦḧ੩᧲㧘ࠄ߆ߣߎ޿ߥ߈ߢ଻⏕ಽ
ᴺ▚⸘ំേߩ⥾⦁⇐ଥ㧚ߚߒ߹ࠇߐߥ߇⸛ᬌߩᴱ
ደฎฬ㧘ᣇ৻㧚ߚߒߢല᦭߽ߡ޿߅ߦ⸛ᬌߩߎߪ
㧘޿ⴕࠍ⸛ᬌߦ⥄⁛߇ળදᱛ㒐㔍ᶏḧ൓દ㧘ߪߢ᷼
࠻ࡈࠪࠍ⥾⦁ߦࠬ࡯ࡃ޿߈ᄢ߇ജ⢻ߩߤߥ᧚⥿㒐
㧚ߚߒ߹ࠇࠄߣ߇⟎ភߩߤߥࠆߔ
ฎች✽ᴒ㧚ߚߒߢ㗴⺖ⷐ㊀߽ᴱㆱౝ᷼ߩ⦁ᬺ૞
ࠍࡦ࠰࡯ࠤߩ߼ߚߩ⸳ᑪႇᵄ㒐㧘ߪߢ᷼⦟ᐔߩፉ
ߚߒ߹޿ߡߒ૞⵾ߢ㧕ࠢ࠶࠼ࠣࡦࠖ࠹࡯ࡠࡈ㧔DF
⵾㧘ߡߌㆱࠍ᠄⋥ߩ㘑บ㧘ߣࠆߥߦᦼᤨ㘑บ㧘߇
ᦜߦፉᧄ✽ᴒ߿ፉ၂⍹߹߹ߚ޿ᛴࡦ࠰࡯ࠤߩਛ૞
ㅳ 2 ߨ᭎ߦ߮ߚߩ㘑บ㧚ߚߒ߹޿ߡߒ㔍ㆱߡߒ⥶
ߒߢࠎߖ߹ࠇࠄߌㆱ߇ߣߎࠆߔᢿਛࠍ੐Ꮏߤ߶㑆
㧘ߌฃࠍ㗬ଐ⸛ᬌߩࠄ߆ᚲോ੐⊒㐿ว✚✽ᴒ㧚ߚ
61 ࠍࡊ࡯ࡠࡦࡠࠗ࠽ߩ m002 ⚂ߐ㐳 mm001 ᓘ⋥
㧚ߚߒ߹ߒ᩺ឭࠍࡓ࠹ࠬࠪࠆߔ⇐ଥߡߒࠄᎼࠅᒛᧄ
ဳᄢߩ aPh049 ࿶᳇ᔃਛ㧘ᓟ⋥ߚߒᣉታࠍᴱㆱౝ᷼
ോ੐ߪᤨㆊㅢ㘑บ㧚ߚߒ߹ߒ᠄⋥ࠍፉฎች߇㘑บ
ߢࠎߖ߹ࠅ޽ߪߢ᳇߇᳇ߕ߆ߟ߇⛊ㅪ⹤㔚ߩߣᚲ
߇⛊ㅪߣ㐳ᚲോ੐ߣߞ߿ᣣ⠉ߩㆊ৻㘑บ㧘߇ߚߒ
ំേࠄ߇ߥߒ࿁ᣓ m03 ⚂ߦฝᏀᓟ೨߇DFޡ㧘߈ઃ
޿ಒ੐ήߊߥߣߎࠆߔᢿಾࠍࡊ࡯ࡠ㧘ߩߩ߽ߚߒ
ⴕታߡߞ߽ࠍା⏕㧚ߚߒ߹ߒ႑቟ࠇߐ߆⡞ߣޢߛ
ࠆߔ಴ᵹ߇ DF㧘৻ਁ㧘߇ߔ߹ࠅ޽ߪߢߣߎߚߒ
៊ߥᄢ↟ߦ⊛ធ㑆߮෸ធ⋥㧘߫ࠇ޽߇ኂⵍߩߤߥ
㧘ࠇࠊ໧߇ᄬㆊ਄ോᬺ㧘ࠅߥߦߣߎߔࠄߚ߽ࠍኂ
㧚ߚߒߢߌ߇๮ߢ๧ᗧࠆ޽㧚ߔ߹ࠇࠄ߼᳞߇ఘ⵬
⸛ᬌᕈ㔡⠴ߩ‛ㅧ᭴ᵗᶏ߮෸‛ㅧ᭴ḧ᷼ 㧣
⸘㔡ᒝߦࡦࠖࡈ࡞࠼ᓎ⩄ߩࠬ࡯ࡃ࡯ࠪ᷼ፉ㣮 
ዊߪၞ࿾ߩߎ㧚ߚߒ߹޿ⴕࠍ᷹ⷰ㔡࿾ߡߒ⟎⸳ࠍ
ߥᚲ▎ࠆߔ↢⊒ߦ❥㗫߇㔡࿾߇ߔ߹ࠅ޽ߪߢᮨⷙ
⠨ߣߩ߽ࠆࠇࠄᓧ߇㍳⸥ߩᢙᒰ⋧ߦ㑆ᦼ⍴㧘ߢߩ
ߢߩ߽ࠆߔ㍳⸥ࠍᒻᵄߦ⚕㍳⸥ߪᤨᒰ㧚ߚߒ߹߃
᷹ⷰߡߒߦ lag5 ࠍ୯ቯ⸳ߩᐲㅦടേ⿠㧘ߢߩߚߒ
㔡࿾ߩᴒፉᄢ⼺દߊߥ߽㑆ᓟ⟎⸳㧚ߚߒ߹߼ᆎࠍ
⊒㔡࿾ߪ⚕㍳⸥ߣࠎߥ㧘߇ࠈߎߣ㧚ߚߒ߹ࠅ޽߇
⸥㔡࿾㧘ࠇࠄߺߣߚ޿ߡߞ߇਄߈Ꮞߦోቢߦ೨↢
േᝄߩႇᵄ㒐ࠆࠃߦᶉᵄ㧚ࠎߖ߹޿ߡࠇࠄᓧߪ㍳
߹ࠇࠄ߃⠨ߣߩ߽ߚߒേ⿠ߒ㆐વߦࡦࠖࡈ࡞࠼߇
⸳ᑪḧ᷼㧚ߚߒ߹޿ⴕ߽㛎ታേᝄ↱⥄ߚ߹㧚ߚߒ
ࡈ࡞࠼ߣࠢ࠶ࡈߩ࠻࡯ࡏࠣ࠲㧘ߡᓧࠍജදߩ␠ળ
4਄↰ ⨃㧦⦁⥾ߩធጯߣᶋ૕᭴ㅧ‛ߩଥ⇐ߦଥࠊࠆ⎇ⓥߦ៤ࠊߞߡ 
ࠖࡦ਄ߩଥ⦁ᩇߩ㑆ߦࡢࠗࡗࡠ࡯ࡊࠍដߌߡ㧘࠲
ࠣࡏ࡯࠻ߢ࠼࡞ࡈࠖࡦࠍᒁᒛࠅ㧘ࡈ࠶ࠢࠍ⍍ᤨߦ
ᄖߒߡ⥄↱ᝄേߐߖߚߩߢߔ߇㧘૗࿁߆➅ࠅ㄰ߔ
߁ߜߦࡈ࠶ࠢߦ੉ⵚ߇౉ߞߡߒ߹޿߹ߒߚ㧚⠉ᣣ㧘
࠲ࠣࡏ࡯࠻ࠍ଻᦭ߔࠆળ␠ߩ᧲੩ᡰᐫ㐳ߦ⻢⟋ߒ
ߚߩߢߔ߇㧘ㅒߦỗബߐࠇ߹ߒߚ㧚ขᓧ࠺࡯࠲߆
ࠄ㧘ታ࿷ߩ᧮᭴ㅧ‛ߩ࿕᦭๟ᦼߣᷫ⴮ቯᢙ߇᣿ࠄ
߆ߦߥࠅ߹ߒߚ㧚
౓ᐶ⋵ධㇱ࿾㔡ߦࠃࠅ␹ᚭ᷼ߩ᷼ḧᣉ⸳߇↟
ᄢߥⵍἴࠍฃߌߚߎߣ߆ࠄ㧘᷼ḧᣉ⸳ߩ⠴㔡ᕈᒝ
ൻ߇࿑ࠄࠇ㊀ⷐ᷼ḧߦ⠴㔡ࡃ࡯ࠬ߇ᢛ஻ߐࠇߡ߈
߹ߒߚ㧚߹ߚ㧘ޟ᷼ḧߩᣉ⸳ߩᛛⴚ਄ߩၮḰޠ߇ᡷ
ቯߐࠇ㧘᭴ㅧ‛ߩ⠴㔡ᕈߪ቟ోᕈߩߺߥࠄߕᯏ⢻
ᕈ߽㊀ⷞߔࠆߎߣߣߐࠇ㧘࿾㔡૞↪ࠍฃߌߚᓟߩ
᭴ㅧ‛ߩᄌᒻࠍ▚಴ߔࠆߎߣߣߐࠇ߹ߒߚ㧚ጊ㒶
࿾ᣇߦߪ㧘㠽ข㧘Ⴚ㧘ᵿ↰ߩ㊀ⷐ᷼ḧߦߘࠇߙࠇ
㧝ࡃ࡯ࠬ⠴㔡ጯო߇ᢛ஻ߐࠇߡ޿߹ߔ߇㧘ᣂၮḰ
ߦၮߠ޿ߡ૞↪࿾㔡ᵄߣߘߩჇ᏷․ᕈࠍ᳞߼ᣉ⸳
ߩ⠴㔡ᕈࠍ್ቯߒ߹ߒߚ㧚ߎࠇࠄߪ㧘ᄢቇ㒮↢ߩ
㊁᧛㧘ᷡ᳓㧘╣ญ㧘ዊ᫪ߩฦ᳁߇ୃ჻⺰ᢥߣߒߡ
ขࠅ߹ߣ߼߹ߒߚ㧚౓ᐶ⋵ධㇱ࿾㔡ߦࠃࠅⵍἴߒ
ߚ␹ᚭ᷼㜞᧻ၟ㗡ߦ㑐ߒߡ⍹↰᳁߇㧘߹ߚ㗇⏴࿯
ข᪋ᯅߦ㑐ߒߡ㋈ᧁ᳁߇㧘ߘࠇߙࠇඳ჻ቇ૏⺰ᢥ
⺖㗴ߣߒߡᬌ⸛ߒ⚿ᨐࠍขࠅ߹ߣ߼߹ߒߚ㧚

㧤 ߅ࠊࠅߦ
 శ㒶⍫ߩߏߣ߈ 16 ᐕ㑆ߢߒߚ㧚ߎߩ㑆㧘1,000
ੱ૛ߩቇ↢ߦ಴ળ߁ߎߣ߇಴᧪߹ߒߚ㧚ߔߴߡߩ
ቇ↢⻉ำ߇ߘߩ⢻ജࠍሽಽߦ⊒ើߒ㧘ᛛⴚ⠪ߣߒ
ߡᵴべߐࠇߡ޿ࠆߎߣࠍሜߒߊᕁ޿߹ߔ㧚ඳ჻⺖
⒟ߦߪ 7 ฬߩᣇޘ߇࿷☋ߐࠇ߹ߒߚ߇㧘ߘߩ߁ߜ 
5 ฬ߇ቇ૏ࠍขᓧߐࠇ߹ߒߚ㧚ᒰೋߪ⾗㊄ࠍ൐ࠅ
ታ㛎ᣉ⸳ߩᢛ஻ࠍ࿑ࠅ߹ߒߚ߇ㆡࠊߕ㧘ታ㛎ߦߪ
᷼ḧᛛⴚ⎇ⓥᚲ߿᳃㑆ߩᣉ⸳ࠍ೑↪ߐߖߡ޿ߚߛ
߈߹ߒߚ㧚ߎߩ㑆㧘ኾ㐷ಽ㊁ߪ߽ߣࠃࠅ㧘࿯ᧁಽ
㊁એᄖߩᄙߊߩᣇޘߣ߽੤ᵹߩᯏળࠍᓧ߹ߒߚ㧚
ᥦ߆޿ỗബ߿⎇ⓥ⾗㊄ߥߤߩߏᡰេࠍᚬ߈߹ߒߚ㧚
ᷓߊᗵ⻢⥌ߒ߹ߔ㧚
࿖ߩ⎇ⓥᯏ㑐ߣᄢቇߦ࿷☋ߒ߹ߒߚ߇㧘೨⠪ߪ
ᄢဳ⎇ⓥᣉ⸳߇ᢛ஻ߐࠇߡ޿ࠆߎߣ㧘⃻႐ߩᖱႎ
෸߮࠺࡯࠲ߩ౉ᚻ߇ኈᤃߢ޽ࠆߎߣ㧘․ቯኾ㐷ಽ
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